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First time rating

London, 31 January 2014 -- Moody's Investors Service, ("Moody's") has today assigned a (P)Baa1 senior
secured rating to the new Multicurrency programme for the issuance of Bonds (the "Programme") to be entered
into by Manchester Airport Group Funding Plc (the "Issuer") and to the proposed senior secured bonds to be
issued thereunder (the "Bonds"). The outlook on the ratings is stable.

Moody's issues provisional ratings in advance of the final sale of securities and these reflect Moody's credit
opinion regarding the transaction only. Upon closing of the transaction and a conclusive review of the final
documentation, Moody's will endeavour to assign definitive ratings to the Bonds. A definitive rating may differ from
a provisional rating.

The Issuer is a financing vehicle for The Manchester Airport Group Plc ("MAG"). MAG is entering into a ring-
fenced senior secured debt structure which provides for the raising of bank debt and bonds on a pari passu basis.
The proceeds of the Bonds will be used to finance MAG group companies, and the provisional ratings are
assigned on the basis that this senior secured debt structure is finalised. MAG owns Manchester Airport, London
Stansted Airport, and East Midlands and Bournemouth airports.

RATINGS RATIONALE

The (P)Baa1 ratings reflect:

1. The strength of catchment areas of MAG's key airports in terms of size, complementary fit and relative
affluence of the population.

2. The traffic profile and performance across MAG, particularly at Manchester Airport, which has been resilient in
recent years but remains below previous peaks.

3. MAG is pursuing a growth strategy to further regain lost market share but this will likely increase airline
concentration.

4. MAG's physical infrastructure is well-invested and so the risk profile of its capital expenditure program is
modest.

5. MAG has a fairly conservative financial policy and the nature of its owners suggests an interest to manage the
company to ensure the strengthening of the business over the longer term rather than simply maximising financial
returns over the shorter term.

6. The proposed financing structure provides for minimal rating uplift to reflect debt structural features but does
provide for the formal subordination of shareholder loans.

The stable outlook reflects Moody's expectation that MAG will show a positive trajectory in terms of securing
sustainable passenger traffic growth and will maintain the physical airport infrastructure to support it, enabling the
company to remain within the credit metric guidance for the current rating. Given the fairly conservative approach
to financial policy, we regard the proposed financing as essentially a refinancing exercise and expect MAG to
keep the relative level of leverage consistent with its current level of approximately 4 times net debt/EBITDA.

MAG handled 43.5 million passengers in the 12 months ending 31 December 2013, increasing its passenger traffic
levels by 4.1% against the prior year. The composition of MAG's traffic is weighted towards the short-haul, low-
cost segment, although at Manchester airport in particular it has experienced strong growth in the long-haul sector
in the last 12 months. MAG's capital expenditure programme is modest reflecting the historic investment already
made and the significant existing spare capacity at all of its main airports.



The proposed financing structure includes a comprehensive security package, formal intercreditor arrangements,
and dedicated liquidity facility sized at 12 months interest due. Whilst there are financial ratio covenants, these do
not tangibly act to limit additional indebtedness given the significant ratio headroom that currently exists. On
balance we regard the structural features as providing some but minimal uplift.

The debt raised by the Issuer will be serviced by the cash flows generated by the main operating companies of the
airports at Manchester, London Stansted, East Midlands and Bournemouth. Under the proposed financing, MAG
and its subsidiaries make up a Security Group which unconditionally and irrevocably guarantee each other's
liabilities and provide a comprehensive security package in support of these guarantees.

The liquidity of the MAG companies is expected to remain sound on account of positive operating cash flows and
the availability of undrawn facilities in the form of an expected GBP300 million revolving credit facility and a GBP60
million liquidity facility.

MAG is 35.5% owned by Manchester City Council and 35.5% by IFM, an Australian-based fund manager who
together jointly control MAG. The remaining 29.0% of economic ownership is held by a group of borough councils
in the Greater Manchester area. Although MAG is considered a government related issuer within Moody's
definition, there is no uplift to the rating to reflect extraordinary support from its municipal owners, given the
shareholder structure following the introduction of IFM and the reduced incentive for the local authorities to provide
extraordinary support for MAG now that non-Manchester based airport assets make up a majority of MAG's
operations.

WHAT COULD CHANGE THE RATING UP/DOWN

Upward pressure on the ratings could develop if (1) MAG's credit metrics strengthened on a sustained basis with
its FFO/Interest coverage ratio consistently above 4.5 times and its FFO/Debt ratio consistently in the high teens
in percentage terms; and (2) a greater track record of performance is achieved at STN under MAG ownership; and
(3) greater diversification of airline carrier base is secured across MAG's airports.

Downward pressure on the ratings could develop if (1) MAG's credit metrics weakened on a sustained basis with
FFO/Interest coverage ratio consistently below 4 times or its FFO/Debt ratio was consistently below the low teens
in percentage terms; or (2) key airlines pursued different operating strategies impacting the route network offered
and therefore traffic at MAG's airports.

PRINCIPAL METHODOLOGIES

The methodologies used in this rating were Operational Airports outside of the United States published in May
2008, and the Government-Related Issuers: Methodology Update published in July 2010. Please see the Credit
Policy page on www.moodys.com for a copy of these methodologies.

REGULATORY DISCLOSURES

For ratings issued on a program, series or category/class of debt, this announcement provides certain regulatory
disclosures in relation to each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series or category/class
of debt or pursuant to a program for which the ratings are derived exclusively from existing ratings in accordance
with Moody's rating practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this announcement provides certain
regulatory disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular rating
action for securities that derive their credit ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings,
this announcement provides certain regulatory disclosures in relation to the provisional rating assigned, and in
relation to a definitive rating that may be assigned subsequent to the final issuance of the debt, in each case where
the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment of the definitive rating in a manner
that would have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page for
the respective issuer on www.moodys.com.

For any affected securities or rated entities receiving direct credit support from the primary entity(ies) of this rating
action, and whose ratings may change as a result of this rating action, the associated regulatory disclosures will
be those of the guarantor entity. Exceptions to this approach exist for the following disclosures, if applicable to
jurisdiction: Ancillary Services, Disclosure to rated entity, Disclosure from rated entity.

Regulatory disclosures contained in this press release apply to the credit rating and, if applicable, the related rating
outlook or rating review.

Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the lead rating analyst and to the Moody's legal



entity that has issued the rating.

Please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com for additional regulatory disclosures for
each credit rating.
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